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SkyDrive has successfully tested its flying car with a passenger on board, the Japanese company announced in a press release. Why it matters: The modest test - four minutes in the air - brings humanity one step closer to one day by combining the automobile and plane, potentially escaping the
floodgate of airports, commercial pilots and jams, according to AP. How it works: SkyDrive's SD-03 model vehicle, which operates with eight engines and two propellers at each corner, lifted a single pilot about 10 feet into the air, according to the New York Times.Because the vehicle takes off vertically,
does not require long runways like commercial and private aircraft What they're saying: SkyDrive Chief Executive Tomohiro Fukuzawa told AP that Of the world's more than 100 flying car projects, only a handful have succeeded with one person on board. Fukuzawa added that he hopes flying cars can be
sold as a product by 2023, but can currently only fly for about five to ten minutes. Fukuzawa said the machine will have more commercial potential if the company can increase the flight time to 30 minutes. The big picture: Several companies, including Boeing, Airbus, Toyota, Porsche and numerous small
startups in Silicon Valley, are developing similar technology. Boeing CEO Dennis Muilenburg told Axios in 2019 that he foresees skies in U.S. cities filled with electric and autonomous flying vehicles in just a decade, transporting people to their destination and avoiding congested roads. Go deeper: Miami
may be the perfect city to test the Toyota-backed SkyDrive flying cars has finally carried out a public test flight manned (via observer) for its flying car after years of work. The startup flew its SD-03 vehicle around the Toyota Test Field in Toyota City with a pilot at the helm. Although it was not autonomous,
as you might have guessed, it showed that the aircraft could work as promised in the field. The SD-03 is billed as the smallest electric VTOL vehicle (vertical takeoff and landing) in the world, and is intended to support a new means of transport for urban life. It has a total of eight rotors that help it fly safely
even if there is a motor failure. Continue reading the main story A Japanese company said it had completed a manned flight of its electric vertical takeoff and landing machine. Experts say technology needs work and it will be expensive. Japanese company SkyDrive conducted a four-minute test flight of
its prototype flying car this month. Credit... SkyDrive/CARTIVATOR 2020, through the Associated PressIn in the 1880s, developed the first automobile and about two decades later, the Wright brothers in North Carolina invented the first successful aircraft. Today, the world is closer to these two concepts
as a Japanese technology company said it completed a manned test flight of a flying car. The company, SkyDrive, said in a press release on Friday that it had completed a flight test using the world's first manned tests its model SD-03, an electric vertical takeoff and landing vehicle (eVTOL). The flight
time was four minutes, the company said. The aircraft has one seat and operates with eight engines and two propellers at each corner. It rose about 3 meters (or about 10 feet) into the air and was operated by a pilot, the company said. Tomohiro Fukuzawa, chief executive of SkyDrive, said Saturday that



five years ago there were several prototype flying cars, usually with fixed wings. SkyDrive's product, he said, was one of the most compact size and was lighter compared to other designs. SkyDrive was started in 2012 by members of a volunteer organization called Cartivator, and the company began
developing a flying car in 2014, according to its website. This year, SkyDrive received funding from the Development Bank of Japan and other investors, the company said. There are several companies developing similar technology, including Boeing and Airbus, as well as automakers Toyota and
Porsche. In January, Hyundai and Uber announced they were collaborating on a fully electric air taxi. Morgan Stanley analysts have said they expect urban air taxis to be common by 2040, with the global market expected to be $1.4 trillion to $2.9 trillion by then. Safety is one of two challenges that prevent
the technology from being widely used, said Derya Aksaray, assistant professor of aerospace and mechanical engineering at the University of Minnesota. Safe autonomous technology for eVTOL aircraft is still being developed, Professor Aksaray said. These vehicles should look at their environment,
assess the situation and act accordingly, he said. They can't wait for a pilot or an operator to say: Now do this, now do this. We can't expect this kind of micromanagement of the vehicle. The other challenge is design: Vehicles must be powerful enough to carry any weight needed, but quiet enough to fly at
undetermined low altitudes, said Ella Atkins, a professor of aerospace engineering at the University of Michigan, expressed mixed views on the practicality of eVTOL machines. They will be more energy efficient than helicopters that use a lot of fuel, but they will be less energy efficient than cars because
they have to get up, he said. From a cost perspective, they won't be practical to go to the grocery store. Professor Atkins said these machines may be more suitable for satellite communities in cities or countries with difficult terrain. These vehicles can provide transportation, Professor Atkins said, adding
that these communities could skip well to have roads and use the aircraft as their main form of transportation.Mr. Fukuzawa said SkyDrive plans to start selling a two-seat version of its eVTOL in 2023 for around $300,000 to $500,000. He projected that the price will decrease by 2030. With any new
technology, it will be very expensive at first, Professor Aksaray said. Professor Atkins echoed this remark and said private citizens with a modest income are unlikely to be able to afford one in the next 20 years. We are in the entry phase, he said. We don't have the mass production that we should buy the
costs of all the development, research, deployment and manufacturing on a small scale. Professor Aksaray said humans are on the verge of a new mobility revolution, reminiscent of those created by the invention of the automobile and aircraft. If this is successful, he said, I think it would definitely create a
different means of transportation. We will benefit greatly by reducing congestion and overcoming geographical limitations of terrestrial mobility. PRODUCT NEWS TIMELINE MEMBER ABOUT RECRUIT CONTACT JAPANESE SD-03 SkyDrive Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo, Japan www.skydrive2020.com Founded
in July 2018, SkyDrive is and company eVTOL based in Tokyo, Japan. Tomohiro Fukuzawa is chief executive and Nobuo Kishi is chief technology officer. (All credit photos SkyDrive.) Its development of flying cars began in September 2012 with the start-up Cartivator, made up of volunteer volunteers
from the automotive and aviation industry. In January 2014, Cartivator began developing electric vertical takeoff and landing aircraft (eVTOL) with more than 100 designs. The company's motivation for the development of eVTOL Urban Air Mobility (UAM) aircraft was to make cheaper and cheaper aircraft
that cost less to manufacture, be less noisy than other aircraft, be autonomous and require less infrastructure. The plan is to begin using the aircraft in the mid-2020s for air transportation of goods and people in rural and urban areas. The EVTOL SD-03 aircraft is SkyDrive's answer to UAM in densely
populated cities around the world. The company has designed this aircraft as an on-demand airtaxi reserved with the mobile phone. After booking a flight, the SD-03 would fly safely and autonomously to passengers at its destination. The aircraft has the capacity to carry a single passenger, and has an
approximate cruising speed of 40-50 km/h with a maximum flight time of 5-10 minutes. It is 4 meters long, 4 meters wide and 2 meters high, allowing the boat to fit into the space of two parking spaces. The company expects speed and flight time to increase by 2026. SkyDrive SD-03. The SkyDrive SD-03
eVTOL aircraft was flown for the first time in public, for about four minutes, to the Toyota Test Field (Toyota, Japan) on August 25, 2020. It has been reported that this was the first flying car demonstration in Japan by SkyDrive. The company aims to gain approval for flight testing, outside the test field
area, by the end of 2020. SkyDrive notes that flight testing is a very important part of manufacturing an eVTOL aircraft and there are still many eVTOL aircraft companies that have not conducted large-scale flight tests. We are very happy to have Japan's first manned flight from a flying car to the years
since we founded SkyDrive in 2018 with the aim of marketing these aircraft. Our goal is to bring our social experiment to the next level by 2023 and to this end we will accelerate our technological development and our business development. We want to realize a society where flying cars are an accessible
and comfortable means of transport in the sky and people are able to experience a new way of life safe, safe and comfortable. We also aspire to develop markets around the world, in collaboration with our partner companies, so that an urban air mobility society with aircraft supplied by SkyDrive becomes
a reality not only in Japan but also worldwide. —Tomohiro Fukuzawa, CEO, SkyDrive Electric propellers are in booms located every corner of the plane. Each boom has two electric propellers and electric motors and each set of rotors, rotate in opposite directions. The use of eight propellers and eight
electric motors are to increase safety in case one or two engines fail. Electric propellers are found in booms located on every corner of the aircraft. Each boom has two electric propellers and electric motors and each set of rotors, rotate in opposite directions. The use of eight propellers and eight electric
motors are to increase safety in case one or two engines fail. The aircraft has two white lights in front and a red light running around the bottom of the fuselage. The company proposes that this type of lighting will be unique to eVTOL aircraft to make it easier for people on the ground to tell how the aircraft
is going. The main outer color of the SD-03 is the pearl white that was chosen to represent white birds and clouds floating in the sky. SkyDrive raised ¥3.9 billion in the Series B fundraising round at a press conference, August 28, 2020 in Tokyo. The company's goal is for its eVTOL aircraft to be certified
and its operations will be conducted by 2023 with the first potential flight zones in the Tokyo Bay and Osaka, Japan areas. Specifications: Aircraft type: eVTOL Piloting: Pilot capacity: 1 person Cruising speed: 40-50 km/h (25-31 mph) Maximum flight time: 5-10 minutes Altitude: 150 meters (492 feet)
Weight: 400 kg (882 pounds) Propellers: 8 propellers Electric Motors: 8 engines Power supply: Batteries Lights: Front white light and rear T-shaped red light with red running lights under the plane Dimensions: 4 meters long (13.1 feet) X 4 meters wide (13.1 feet) X 2 meters high (6.6 feet) Windows: Open
cockpit with low wrap landing gear: Fixed skid type landing gear Safety features: Distributed electric propulsion (DEP), provides safety through redundancy for your passengers and/or cargo. DEP means having multiple propellers and engines on the plane so that if one or Engines or propellers fail, the
other working engines and propellers can safely land the aircraft. A roll bar for pilot safety. White light in front, red light on the back and red lights at the bottom of the so that people on the ground can see how the plane if it goes. SkyDrive SkyDrive Facebook SkyDrive Twitter SkyDrive YouTube SkyDrive
LinkedIn PDF website: Fact Book, SkyDrive, August 2020 Video: SkyDrive Members 2019, SkyDrive, September 16, 2019 Article: SkyDrive Secures New Funding for Flying Car Development, eVTOL, October 1, 2019 Video: Future World with SkyDrive 2030, SkyDrive, Mar. 5, 2020 Article: SkyDrive
Confirms Manned Flight Testing , appoint Nobuo Kishi as CTO, eVTOL, Apr. , 2020 Article: Tomohiro Fukuzawa: The product of SkyDrive is a flying car, Weekly Economist, April 6. Article 2020: SkyDrive claims Japan's first manned multi-ship flight, New Atlas, April 14, Article 2020: Japan's SkyDrive
Advances 'Compact Air Mobility', eVTOL, April 15, 2020 Article: Former Toyotamen Are Taking On Flying Car Dream Challenge, President Online, April 17, 2020 Article: SkyDrive Completes First Test of Manned Flight Cars in Japan , CleanTechnica, April 20, 2020 Article: SkyDrive Appoints Kishi as
CTO , eVTOL News, April 30, 2020 Article: SkyDrive Completes Japan's First Manned eVTOL Test Flights, eVTOL News, May 3, 2020 Article: SkyDrive Raises ¥3.9 Billion in Series B Fundraising Round, eVTOL News, August 28, 2020 Article: SkyDrive Conducts First Manned Public Flight to Japan ,
eVTOL News, August 28, 2020 Article and video: Video: EVTOL piloted from SkyDrive makes its first public flight eVTOL News, August 28, 2020 Article &amp; Video: Video: SkyDrive Piloted EVTOL Makes Its First Public Flight eVTOL, eVTOL, August 28, 2020 Article: SkyDrive Conducts First Manned
Public Flight to Japan - Model Manned SD-03 Makes World Debut , SkyDrive, August 28, 2020 Video: SkyDrive Piloted Flight Demo, eVTOL, August 28, 2020 Video: SkyDrive Project SD-03 World Debut, SkyDrive Inc, August 28, 2020 Video: World Debut SkyDrive Manned Flight by SD-03 in Summer
2020 Full Version, SkyDrive Inc, August 29, 2020 Article: SkyDrive Raises $48 Million After a Historic Demo Flight from SD-03, Wings Magazine, September 3, 2020 Video : The Future World with SkyDrive-2030 - The Future World With Flying Cars in 2030, SkyDrive Inc., September 9, 2020 2020
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